Abstract -Recently, networked and cluster computation have become verypopular. This paper is an introduction to a new C basedparallel language for architecture-adaptive programming, a c e C. The primary purpose o/ a c e (Architectureadaptive Computing Environment) is lo encourage programmers to implement applications on parallel architectures by providing them the assurance that future architectures will be able to run their applications with a minimum of modification. A secondarypurpose is lo encourage computer architects to develop new types of architectures by providing an easily implemented software development environment and a library of test applications. This new language should be an ideal tool to teach parallel progromming. I n this paper, we will focus on some fundamental/eatures of a c e C.
INTRODUCTION
Parallel and networked computer programming techniques have become such popular and important computational tools that instructors have recently introduced them in first year courses [I] . 'However, they have been more traditionally taught at the juniorlsenior and graduate level courses. This paper provides an introduction to a new parallel programming language a c e C, a superset of ANS C 121. We believe ace C is ideally suited for teaching parallel programming once students have been taught C. In this paper, we assume that the reader is knowledgeable of ANS C. The concepts designed into a c e C have incorporated features found in parallel languages such APL [3] [IO] . ace has been implemented on top of native C compilers such as gcc and Maspar MPL and on top of message passing libraries such as Cray
SHMEM,MPI[Il],andPVM[12].
In this paper, we will focus on particular features ofaCe C (from now on will refer to it as ace), with examples. For more details on the language, we refer the readers to see the language reference manual 121.
There are many texts that introduce parallel programming [13]- [20] . Most focus on the basic techniques to emphasize "writing applications that can exploit parallelism and be portable" 1171. PVM and MPI libraries are used for message passing systems and also on shared memory systems. Baker 1171 states that knowledge of both PVh4 and MPI is required to create portable applications. The advantage of a c e is that the functionality of PVM and MPI are already integrated into the language rather than written as procedural calls.
All parallel programming models provide computation and communication operations, yet some models include additional operations such as synchronization and mutual exclusion. a c e provides the programmer with the essential elements of computation and communication, while hiding model dependent operations such as synchronization and mutual exclusion in the runtime system. a c e was designed to simplify the concept of parallel programming by giving the programmer control of only the essential features of parallel computing (execution and communication). This facilitates the programmer's ability to express the algorithm with the highest degree of parallelism while minimizing the need to be concerned with architecture dependent aspects of parallel computing, such as message and parallelism consolidation, process synchronization, and race conditions. a c e provides the capability to develop a relatively coarse parallel or sequential program. Since a c e allows the program to be written in either a fine-grain or coarse-grain style, it may be used to teach either data parallel or single-program multiple-data (SPMD) programming styles. Since a c e allows multiple bundles of the threads of different types, it may be used to teach multiple-instruction multiple-data (MIMD) style programming in the same program with out having to be concerned the more nittygritty aspects of MIMD. This does not eliminate the need to teach the more in depth aspects of parallel programming, but allows the complex aspects of parallel programming to be taught in a more advanced parallel programming course, while students early on learn the simpler, more universal aspects of parallel computing.
a c e is both data-parallel and task-parallel: data parallel in that threads of a bundle execute the same code, and task parallel in that threads of different bundles execute different code. a c e is based on the concept of structured parallel execution. First, the programmer designs a virtual architecture that reflects the spatial organization of an Pthreads [20] , and concurrent sequential processing [21] .
The programmer assumes that statements are executed in lock step and the compiler optimizations and the runtime system take the liberty to synchronize only when it is necessary. This usually happens when some communication occurs, either explicit or implicit.
Typically, a C program has one thread of execution. This is the path that a computer takes through a program while executing it. More sophisticated compilers and runtime environments may be able to infer, from the code, which portions of the execution thread are to be performed concurrently without conflict. However, it is very difficult to perform this task automatically. The a c e language allows the programmer to explicitly express that which can be performed concurrently, i.e. the parallelism, thus eliminating the need for a compiler to second-guess the intent of the programmer.
The purpose of a c e [2] is to facilitate the development of parallel programs by allowing programmers to explicitly . the programmer's ability to port and implement algorithms on diverse computer architectures.
* the programmer's ability to adapt and implement algorithms on diverse computing architectures. optimization of algorithms on diverse computing architectures. development of applications on heterogeneous computing environments and programming environments for new conputer architectures.
BASICS
The following is an a c e program. Note that it looks no different from a standard C program. The difference between a c e and C is that while C has only one thread of execution, ace, may have many threads of execution. Each thread may be referenced by name and index. The 'Hello World' program's primary thread is impricirly named 'MAIN'. This is important when it is necessary to communicate between the 'MAIN' thread and other threads executing concurrently with the 'MAIN'. Note that 'main' (lower case) is the name of a function.
Parallelism in a c e is expressed by first defining a set of concurrently executable threads. A group of parallel threads can be viewed as a bundle of executing threads or an array of processing elements. These three views will be treated synonymously. In a c e , a bundle of threads is defined with the 'threads' statement. The statement "threads A[IO]" only declares the intent of the programmer to use IO concurrent threads of executions named 'A' at some later point in the code. These threads must be assigned storage before they can execute any code. Each thread will have its own private storage. Variables of a thread can not be accessed directly by any other thread. In a c e , there is no global storage, only storage local to each thread. Storage is declared for a thread by a standard C declaration preceded by the thread's name.
All threads of a bundle will be allocated space for any given declaration.
The following statement allocates an integer 'aval' for each of the I O threads of bundle 'A'.
A int aval;
Once storage has been assigned to a thread, then code may he written that will be executed by the thread. The following is a simple piece of code that adds the ten values of va12 to the ten values of va13 and stores the ten results in the ten locations ofvall. The statement will assign the value of the built-invalue '$Si' to va12. The value of '$$i' is the index of the thread. In the case of A, each thread will have a unique index from 0 to 9.
Previously, it was pointed out that a thread only has direct access to storage local to itself. In summary, a c e allows the programmer to declare a bundle of parallel threads of execution, allocate the storage of each thread, define code to execute on threads concurrently, and move values between threads. These are the four essential concepts of ace: execution, storage, code, and communication.
BUNDLES OF THREADS
In the previous section, the bundle A was declared as a onedimensional array of threads. A bundle may actually be declared with any number of dimensions. The statement threadsB [2] [7] [20] ; declares the bundle B to have three dimensions of sizes 2, 7, and 20 respectively and contain 280 threads.
One may also declare bundles of bundles of threads. 
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November 6 -9,2002, Boston, MA Some threads of 'B' will copy 'b' to 'a' while some will not, depending on whether '2' was true or not, respectively. During the copy operation, all threads for which 'z' is true are said to be 'active' and all threads for which '2' is false are said to be 'inactive'.
Within the context of a segment of code for bundle 'B'
all active threads of 'B' will execute the code, while all inactive threads will remain idle. Initially, all threads of all bundles are active, and each bundle will only execute code explicitly designated for that bundle. Conditional statements Functions in a c e must be declared as to which bundle may call them. This is done by preceding the routine's declaration with the name of the bundle. 
INPUT & OUTPUT (WO)
I10 is defined as an ordered sequence of data that is to be read from a file or written to a file. For example, the data can be placed in the file concurrently, but the order within the file will he ordered sequentially. I/O in ace is in order of thread identifier. In the following example, the output file will contain the sequence 0, l,.2,.3, .. . However, a thread of B does need to be a thread that can he fetched from the expression to be evaluated. Though a thread may have many threads fetching from it, the expression will be evaluated only once. In effect, this technique can be used to temporarily reactivate threads. The router expression describes the path between the remote execution context and the local execution context. If the router expression is the source of a value (a gather or fetch operation), the remote context computes a value, and that value is fetched by the local context t o m the remote thread that is described by the router expression. The previous example demonstrates communications between The path toB is a path from the local context of H to the remote context of B. In the above example, toB was computed once but was used in three communications operations. Pointers to or arrays of paths may also be declared. An array element from a path array need not be enclosed in parentheses when used, but a pointer to a path or any address expression that points to a path does.
GENERIC ROUTINES
Most routines are specific to only one bundle. Some, however, are useful to many bundles. These are referred to as generic routines. A generic routine is declared by preceding it with the key word generic in place of a specific bundle name. Trigonometric functions an: examples of such routines. There is nothing about a sine function, for example, that makes it inherently specific to any bundle. A sine function can be applied to all threads of a bundle and is trivially parallel (i.e., requires no communication between threads.) This makes it a simple generic routine, and allows it to be executed within the context of any bundle. An example of a simple generic routine is:
Generic routines can also include inter-processor communication. These are complex generic routines. A complex generic routine also can have a bundle as an argument.
EXAMPLE 1
Pascal's matrix plays an important role in signal processing, image processing, image coding, and statistics. The following data parallel program uses a two-dimensional bundle of threads, threads looping in parallel, parallel conditional execution and communication, parallel printf statement, thread identifiers, and relative addressing. Synchronization of threads is done implicitly. 
